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Chapter 1
What does this book include?
This Book presents all of The Fog LARP combat rules. They provide the framework for all combat physical interactions in the
game.
The Book of Combat is a must-read for players who intend to partake in battles either directly or indirectly; use weapons or
wear armor.
Everyone else may not be familiar with its contents, but this may put them at a disadvantage at some point.

Chapter 1: Safety
The Fog LARP safety rules are described in detail in the Player‘s Handbook and all players are required to be familiar with
them. Here we will repeat those of them that are directly related to combat interactions.

The combat interactions in The Fog LARP are semi-contact and may be made with LARP-safe weapons only.

The following are forbidden:
Strikes with LARP weapons in the head, neck and groin.
Hitting with anything other than a LARP weapon.
Throwing any objects (including LARP weapons) at people.
Excessive blows. Your goal is for the opponent to feel the blow, not to feel pain.
Shooting a bow with excessively powerful draw. Your goal is for the opponent to feel the blow, not to
feel pain.
• Deliberately knocking down an opponent by pushing, sweep or otherwise.
• Grips, locks, bending of limbs.
•
•
•
•
•
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Глава 2
Chapter 2: Life Points, Damage Points and Protection Points
The combat system in The Fog LARP works by counting points. There are three types of points.
In order to „kill“ someone, we have to take away their life points (LP) by hitting them with a LARP weapon, thus inflicting
damage points (DP); and they can protect themselves with armour that gives them protection points (PP).
Life points (LP)
• To heavily wound a character, we must take all of their LP by striking them in the torso with a LARP
weapon.
• As a general rule, all characters have 1 LP. There are a few exceptions.
Damage points (DP)
• DP are dealt by hits with LARP weapons.
• Depending on their size and type, weapons can deal 1 or 2 DP (see section 5 for details).
• DP taken in the torso take away the character’s LP and make them heavily wounded.
• DP taken in a limb do not take away the character’s LP, but cause a light wound in that limb.
• DP taken in the throat/neck cause immediate death. Attention! Hits in the throat/neck are prohibited,
see further below.
Protection Points (PP)
• PP are given by armour. Armour protects against taking DP.
• Depending on what it is made of, armour can give 1, 2 or 3 PP.
• If several types of armour are worn on top of each other, PP from them stack.
• The number of PP we have means how many hits we can take before we take a DP. E.g. if we have 3
PP from metal armour, we can ignore 3 hits, but the fourth one will deal a DP.
Important!
• Players shall keep count on their own PP and hits taken themselves, without cheating.
• It is not of any player’s concern to keep count of opponents’ points.
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Chapter 3
Chapter 3: Taking Damage
Damage to different body areas
There are three body areas in the context of taking damage – torso, limbs and throat.
• Torso: when a player takes a hit in the torso, they take DP, lose their LP and are heavily wounded
(unconscious for 2 minutes, then dead).
• Limbs: when a player takes a hit in a limb, they take DP, that limb is lightly wounded and is not
functional until healed.
•
•
•
•

Throat: the throat is a special area and hits there are absolutely forbidden!
DP in the throat can be only dealt by carefully „cutting” it.
DP in the throat cannot be dealt with large weapons (e.g. spears).
Taking DP in the throat results in sudden death.

Counting damage
The following don’t count as dealing damage:
•
•
•
•
•

Very feeble/superficial hits.
Hits with a weapon inadequate to the armour (e.g. small knife against plate armour).
Hits below the wrist.
Attempts to cut throat through metal or leather neck protection – such as a gorget, bevor or coif.
Poorly performed attempts to cut throat.

The following always count as dealing damage:
• Clean hits with a LARP weapon. Including when they hit an accessory (e.g. bag, sheath, book).
• Arrow hits anywhere in the silhouette. Including edges of clothes (you can‘t say that the arrow „just
touched your clothing“).

Play out pain, loss of blood and their consequences in a realistic way.
This enhances everybody‘s experience and drastically improves the game‘s atmospheres.
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Chapter 4
Chapter 4: Protection against damage
Armour
PP from different types of armour:
•
•
•
•
•

Textile armour/gambeson: 1 PP
Leather armour: 1 PP
Armour made of any synthetic material: 1 PP
Chainmail: 2 PP
Plate mail: 3 PP

Requirements to armour
• To give the PP indicated above, the armour must be made of the respective material and be
reasonably thick and heavy.
• Armour made of synthetic materials is automatically counted as leather/textile, regardless of its
appearance.
• Armour is expected to have at least minimal aesthetic qualities and not interfere with the overall
visual atmosphere of the game.
• If you have armour made of some special material or of several different materials, contact the
organizers at check-in to determine its PP.
Armour stacking
• If several types of armour are worn on top of each other, PP from them stack. For example, wearing
gambeson and plate armour gives 1+3 = 4 PP.
• Only different types of armours stack.
• Only up to 2 armours stack.
• Wearing a metal helmet/coif on the head gives an additional +1 PP to the torso, but up to a
maximum of 5 PP.
Armour protects only the area of the body that is actually covered with it. E.g. a shoulder armour piece does
not protect the forearm of the same arm from taking damage.

After having taken damage, all armor is considered restored about 5 minutes after the end of the battle.

Shields
• Shields must meet the safety requirements set in the Player‘s Handbook, be reasonably thick and
heavy and have at least minimal aesthetic qualities.
• Some large weapons can „break“ a shield by three well-marked hits on it. This is indicated by a
marking on the weapon and a verbal meta marker.
After having been „broken“, all shields are considered restored about 5 minutes after the final end of the
battle.
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Chapter 5
Chapter 5: Inflicting damage
Weapons
Weapons must meet the safety requirements set in the Player‘s Handbook, be reasonably thick and, heavy
and have at least minimal aesthetic qualities.

All types of weapons, in terms of style/period, are acceptable, with the exception of throwing weapons.
E.g. throwing axes.

Damage points dealt by different weapons
• Most LARP weapons deal 1 DP.
• Arrows always deal 2 DP.
• Some bigger weapons deal 2 DP. They shall be GM marked. To deal 2 DP, when hitting with them, a
verbal meta marker must be used: “Two!”.
• Some big weapons can break shields. They shall be GM marked. To break a shield with three hits,
when hitting with them, a verbal meta marker must be used: “Break!”.
• If you wish to use a 2 DP dealing weapon or a shield breaking weapon, it is necessary that this is
approved by the GMs at check-in.
• Approval is at the organizers’ discretion, based on the quality of the weapon and based on the skills
of the player.

Hitting with a weapon
Hits must be:
• Cleanly executed and well-marked.
• Made with force corresponding to the person and clothing/armour of the opponent.

Finishing hits
A heavily wounded character can be “finished off” by a well-marked finishing hit (“coup-de-gras”).

Safety kill
“Safety kill” is a symbolic representation of an action, that in real life would result in the instant death of the attacked
character, but actually imitating it even with a LARP-safe weapon would be dangerous. E.g. thrusting a dagger in someone’s
eye..
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Chapter 5

How to:
• Carefully but firmly place one hand on the shoulder and the other on the waist of the victim and
say „Safety kill“.
• The player, whose character is being safety killed, is not allowed to physically resist or object.
• Safety kill leads to immediate death.
Limitations:
• Safety kill is not allowed in mass battles.
• To execute a safety kill you need to have a weapon on you.

Knockout
“Knockout” is a symbolic representation of an action, that in real life would result in rending the attacked character
unconscious. E.g. a hit in the carotid artery.
How to:
• Can only be performed from behind a character’s back or if the character to be knocked out is in
some way immobilized.
• Carefully but firmly place one hand on the shoulder and the other on the waist of the victim and
say: „Knockout“.
• The player, whose character is being knocked out, is not allowed to physically resist or object.
• The knockout effect rends the character unconscious for 5 minutes.
Limitations:
• Knocking out is not allowed in mass battles.
• To knock out a person having a helmet on, you need to have a weapon on you.
• Three consecutive knockouts result in sudden death.
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Chapter 6
Chapter 6: Medicine on the battlefield
Stabilisation
• A heavily wounded character may be stabilised by any other character.
• Stabilising is done by actually applying a real bandage – one made of gauze/cloth.
• A stabilised character comes to consciousness, but is weak, unable to walk, fight or do magic.
• The stabilised character is fully recovered when healed with magic or has spent 20 minutes at rest
in the Infirmary or a camp (friendly or not).

Bandaging a limb
• A wounded limb can be bandaged by anyone, incl. the wounded character themselves.
• Bandaging is done by actually applying a real bandage – one made of gauze/cloth, or applying a
tourniquet or a splint.
• The bandaged limb is considered fully recovered in 20 minutes.

Battle elixir
The battle elixir is a type of potion made by alchemists. Its effect is the instant complete recovery of a heavily wounded or
killed character.
• Battle elixir can be only administered by someone else.
• After a battle elixir has been administered, a heavily wounded/killed character instantly come to
consciousness and can immediately continue to fight.
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Chapter 7
Chapter 7: Combat etiquette
During battles, it is especially important not to forget the Golden Rule of The Fog LARP.

Have fun and don’t ruin it for others.

Including:
Do not cheat when counting the damage you have taken.
If heavily wounded, wait your full two minutes to be searched or given meta instructions.
Do not count other people’s points and do not argue about points.
Do not stop the game for minor issues. Sorting out how other players count their points is a minor
issue.
• Do not deprive other players of playing time to gain a tactical advantage. E.g. by consecutive
knockouts or camping in front of the Infirmary.
• Refrain from manifestations of bad taste such as “drumming” on armoured opponents with small
knives or poorly executed consecutive throat cuts.
•
•
•
•

It is NOT allowed to feign death or pretend to be wounded in mass battles. In any other situations these are
allowed.

The character does not remember the last few minutes before their death. This mostly means they do not
remember who killed them.
Do roleplay pain, blood loss and the correspondent consequences realistically.
This contributes to the experience of everyone around you and greatly improves the atmosphere of the game.
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